Introduction

Books your children will want to read!

Get your children reading for pleasure as they make measurable progress towards becoming keen and accomplished readers. *TreeTops* books are created by best-selling authors and artists, are full of age-appropriate content, and all approved by educational experts.
## Oxford Levels

*TreeTops* provides the biggest range of quality books for juniors, all expertly levelled to help children progress from Oxford Level 8 (Y3/P4) to Oxford Level 20 (advanced Y6/P7 readers).
Reflect

15 emotionally powerful stories with fresh and intriguing plots, carefully crafted to make children think and develop comprehension skills.
Greatest Stories

39 timeless stories from our rich literary heritage, hand-picked by world famous author Michael Morpurgo and retold by well-known writers including Gill Lewis, Anne Fine, and Jon Mayhew.
inFact

39 powerfully engaging new non-fiction titles to take your juniors beyond simple fact-finding in their reading

Selected eBooks available on Oxford Owl
Chucklers

39 funny stories collected by series editor Jeremy Strong to give your junior readers a laugh, including novels, anthologies, short story collections, and comics.
Classics and Myths & Legends

24 must-read classic titles, plus 24 folk and traditional tales, all adapted specially for junior level.
Fiction and Time Chronicles

Over 120 engaging fiction stories from top children’s authors, plus 18 Time Chronicles stories featuring Biff, Chip, and Kipper in Magic Key adventures.
Digital Resources
Get even more out of TreeTops with additional Oxford digital resources

Oxford Reading Buddy

*Oxford Reading Buddy*, is a unique digital reading service with hundreds of eBooks from loved and trusted Oxford series including *TreeTops*. There are quizzes carefully matched to each eBook to develop comprehension skills and detailed progress reports to provide insights into each child’s attainment and reading development.

Oxford OWL

Get extra support, teaching notes, activity sheets, eBooks, and more – all for FREE on Oxford OWL
Find out more

Visit our website

Contact your local Education Consultant

How to order

Buy now
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